
Jack M. (ed.) Sasson. I have been reading various essays in these volumes for college classes for several years. I had to read them in the college library, so I invested in a set for myself. I like the essays; they are in a rather common format and style, with the essential information about the topic without much commentary. Ancient Origins articles related to Civilization in the sections of history, archaeology, human origins, unexplained, artifacts, ancient places and myths and legends. (Page of tag Civilization). The imperfect state of archaeological research in the Near East impedes any definite identification of the original race or races that created the earliest civilizations of Mesopotamia and Egypt Read Later. Read more about The á¢\"Dynastic Raceá¢\" and the Biblical á¢\"Japhethá¢\" Part I: After the Deluge. Civilization Name: Roman civilization Period: 550 BC–465 AD Original Location: Village of the Latini Current Location: Rome Major Highlights: Most powerful ancient civilization. Roman civilization emerged around the sixth century BC. Even the story behind the foundation of ancient Rome is the stuff of legend and myth. At the height of its power, the Roman Empire ruled over a huge chunk of land, and all the present-day Mediterranean countries were part of ancient Rome. Early Rome was governed by kings, but after only seven of them had ruled, the people took control over their own city and ruled The ancient Near East was the home of early civilizations within a region roughly corresponding to the modern Middle East: Mesopotamia (modern Iraq, southeast Turkey, southwest Iran, northeastern Syria and Kuwait), ancient Egypt, ancient Iran (Elam, Media, Parthia and Persia), Anatolia/Asia Minor and the Armenian Highlands (Turkey's Eastern Anatolia Region, Armenia, northwestern Iran, southern Georgia, and western Azerbaijan), the Levant (modern Syria, Lebanon, Palestine, Israel, and Jordan), Cyprus Ancient Near Eastern civilizations took a great many forms, from the city-states of Mesopotamia to the centralized monarchy of Egypt, and they generated vital traditions in art, architecture, and literature. Through constant interchange with other parts of the world, these cultures influenced the emergence of three of the world's great religions Judaism, Christianity, and Islam and the shape of human history into the Middle Ages and beyond. The vast expanses of desert in the region have preserved many ancient remains that scholars have recovered and analyzed. Start your review of Civilizations of the Ancient Near East (2 Volumes). Write a review. Jun 03, 2008 Monique Vincent rated it it was amazing. It has Nefertiti on the front, need I say more?